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-- “Philippine Decorations and Medals,” Vol. 1, No. 4 (Mar 50): 1; 3-4 (Distinguished Conduct Star; Distinguished Service Star; Medal of Military Merit; Bronze Cross; Resistance Medal, and Philippine Defense Medal).
-- "Decorations and Medals of the Philippine Republic," Vol. 2
   --- (Distinguished Service Star, Legion of Honor); No. 2 (Feb 51): 1-2
   --- (Bronze Cross and Resistance Movement Medal); No. 3 (Mar 51): 6.
   --- (Luzon Campaign Medal; Mindanao-Sulu Campaign Medal); No. 4 (Mar 51): 6.
-- "Decorations and Medals of the Philippines," Vol. 5
   --- (Medal for Valor; Distinguished Conduct Star; Distinguished Service Star), No. 4 (Apr 54): 7-8.
   --- (Presidential or Congressional Medal; Distinguished Conduct Star; Distinguished Service Star), No. 5
      (May 54); 7-8.
   --- (Gold Cross and Distinguished Aviation Cross), No. 6 (Jun 54): 7-8.
   --- (Bronze Cross; Military Merit Medal, Silver Wing Medal, Wounded Soldier’s Medal, and Commendation
      Medal), No. 7 (Jul 54): 8-9.
   --- (Quezon Service Cross; Order of Sikatuna; Long Service Medal; and Luzon Campaigns Medal), No. 8
   --- (Visayan Campaigns Medal; Mindanao and Sulu Campaigns Medal; Philippine Defense Medal; and Philippine
      Liberation Medal), No. 9 (Sep 54): 7-8.
   --- (Resistance Movement Medal; Peace and Order Campaign Medal; Philippine Independence Medal; Korean
      Campaign Medal; and UN Service Medal), No. 10 (Oct 54): 7-8.
-- "Notes and News About Ribbons;"
   --- Vol. 9, No. 4 (Jul-Aug 58): 1-6
   --- Vol. 9, No. 6 (Nov-Dec 58): 8-10.
-- "Cross of Valor of Gen. Bulak-Balachowicz," (with additional comments by Dr. Klietmann), Vol. 13,
   No. 7 (Jul 62): 11-12.
-- "Philippines Victory Medals;" Vol. 21, No. 5 (May 70): 12.
-- "Russian Awards For the Mobilization of 1914;" Vol. 21, No. 9 (Sep 70): 31.
-- "German Medal for the War with France, 1870-1871;" Vol. 27, No. 12 (Dec 76): 5-12.
-- "Collecting Medals -- Thoughts of Honors;" Vol. 29, No. 2 (Feb 78): 11-12.
-- "World War I Base Metal Awards of Russia;" Vol. 30, No. 9 (Sep 79): 21-23.
-- "Bicentennial Badge of Tsarskoye Selo;" Vol. 31, No. 4 (Apr 80): 4-8.
-- "Medals and Badges for the Crimean War;" Vol. 32, No. 5 (May 81): 18.
-- "USSR October Revolution Commemorative Badge;" Vol. 32, No. 11 (Nov 81): 10 (Note).
-- “A Rare Argentine Medal to the Allied Armies Against Paraguay,” Vol. 38, No. 12 (Dec 87): 15-16.
-- “Imperial Russian Collection Auction Results,” Vol. 55, No. 3 (May-Jun 04): 30-35.


